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Engage Us with a Story
By Kim Kempton
Stories have existed since long before
recorded history. Everyone loves to hear a
good story, and Odyssey teams are some of
the best at telling them. A great story is one
we remember and want to repeat. A great
Odyssey solution engages our imagination.

Start with a Setting
Is the world under attack? What does our
world look like? Who (or what) lives here?
Every Odyssey solution tells a story. It
transports us to a place, introduces us to
characters, presents a conflict, progresses
to a climax and then is resolved… all before
we run out of TIME.

Finally, explain the resolution. Everyone
loves a happy ending.

Adapt a Screenplay
To make the story into an Odyssey
solution, break it into scenes. Visually
describe the setting, characters, and
actions of each. Develop dialogue.
Create transition between scenes: a set
change, the entry of a new character, a
song. Each scene progresses the story
toward the resolution.

In a good story, the audience is transported
to the setting in their mind. They feel
included, and recognize the characters.
Remember, every team member is part of
the solution. Every member should create a
character that they feel comfortable with,
and understand how their character helps
to tell the story.

Write a Story

.

Every story has a beginning, middle and
end. Define the goal…what are the
characters in our world trying to do?
Identify the conflict… who is trying to
prevent it from happening? Define the
climax… dah, dah, dah (gasp)…

What it is… what it is not…and
how to prevent it. Page 2

Use Words AND Actions
To bring it to life the team uses words,
music, movement and more to tell the
story. A character can communicate an
emotion through a facial expression. A
prop can make someone laugh through
actions. Remember, the team solution is
an interaction between the team and
the audience. When the teams tells a
good story the audience will relate and
will smile, laugh, or cry along with the
team on stage.

Develop Strong Characters

No OUTSIDE Assistance!

Advancing to Worlds
A new CTOM policy on how
many teams receive an
invitation. Page 4

For More Information
CTOM is an all-volunteer 501(c)(3) organization
dedicated to Odyssey of the Mind in CT
Please visit our website at www.ctom.org
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Team Tips
(ESPECIALLY for
NEW coaches)
There’s no “I” in Team
Most of our students know how to
spell TEAM… but some of them
cannot define it. Teamwork requires
children to work cooperatively with
others towards a shared goal. Every
member of a team has to feel
respected and recognize the value of
the opinions of their fellow team
members. Working as a team is very
social. It involves interacting, sharing
ideas and collaborating to find the
most effective solution to the problem
at hand. Good teamwork should be
recognized and rewarded throughout
the Odyssey journey.

Scoring Teamwork (1-10)
Odyssey is a competition program and
sometimes the best way to illustrate
how well your team is doing, is by
giving them a score. To evaluate
teamwork, start with 5 points. Add
(+1) for a "yes" to any of the first
questions. Subtract (-1) for a "yes" to
any of the second questions.

+1 Questions:
 Did the team approach the problem
with enthusiasm and cheerfulness?
 Was every team member listening
to and fully involved in developing a
solution?
 Has a team leader already
emerged? Do the other team
members respect this position?
 Did the team manage their time
well?
 Did the team manage their
materials well?

-1 Questions:
 Did anyone speak angrily to a
teammate or use profanity?
 Was anyone ignored or did a team
member choose not to participate?
 Did any team member try to impose
their solutions on the team?
 Did the team use up or waste
materials prior to planning or
testing a solution?
 Did the team become flustered and
panic as time ran out?

STEP AWAY FROM THE GLUE GUN…
NO OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE
Students learn best when they complete tasks on their own, and they
develop a sense of pride and increased self-esteem when they go beyond
what is expected. It is against the rules for anyone other than the team
members to design, build or present any part of the long-term solution.
Coaches, parents and community members may provide instruction in
various areas of design and construction or in performance techniques,
but these instructions may not be specific to the long-term solution.
Although no one may assist the team members in solving the problem, it
is not Outside Assistance to use something that was created by someone
who is not on the team — provided that it was not created to help solve
the problem in any way, and is not related to any scored elements.
Teams can add new members up until the day of the competition, but a
team roster cannot exceed seven members. If you have a team member
leave the team, you must include them on the roster on competition day.
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For additional information check pages 45-46 of the 2019-20 Odyssey
of the Mind Program Guide, available online in the Members Area.
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Spontaneous
Spotlight
Use your Spontaneous practice as a
way to identify team member skills,
foster teamwork and move their longterm solution forward.
REMEMBER:
There are no outside assistance rules
in Spontaneous. Use your
spontaneous time as an opportunity to
teach your team skills and tactics.
Encourage the team to always start by
identifying WHAT is being scored and
HOW points are awarded.

Issue #2

Use your time WISELY

Canned Commercial

Identify a team captain: a captain can
organize the flow of discussion,
testing, building, and scoring,
especially when splitting up in smaller
groups to solve the problem.

Give your team the following:
A coffee can or equivalent with a lid, 2
or 3 sheets of white paper as needed
to cover the can, a pair of scissors,
about a dozen crayons of various
colors, craft items and some tape.

Designate a problem reader:
Understand the exact wording of a
problem. You only get points for what
the judge is scoring!
Develop a reusable theme:
Remember, the spontaneous judges
do not see your long-term solution. Is
there a theme or setting that can be
used to tell a story in a verbal
spontaneous?
Ask questions: In Odyssey, if it doesn’t
say you can’t, you probably can!
Always ask the judges if you can alter
items before you begin.

This is a Verbal / Hands On:
In front of you is a can that could
contain something. Your problem is to
select a product that the can might
contain, use the provided materials to
create an appropriate label for the
can, and then come up with a
commercial to advertise the product.
Team has 5 minutes to work, and 1
minute to perform the commercial.
The product and label must be
presented as part of the commercial.
The commercial does not need to last
for the entire minute.
Score suggestion:
1-5 points for the product.
1-15 points for the can label.
1-15 points for the commercial.
1-10 points for overall teamwork.

Divide & Conquer Over Break
It can be difficult to have Odyssey
enthusiasm in the midst of the chaos of
holiday schedules and stress.
Remember to breathe deeply (it will all
get done). Take advantage of school
break and encourage team members to
do independent work. If some team
members are traveling, and others are
staying home, create a to-do list of
props or elements that can be worked
on in small groups or independently.
“Assign” a member or two to
brainstorm characters, create a list of
puns that support the theme or work on
the script. Ask if one of the team
families who are not traveling will host
a costume ‘work session’ during school
break!

Go Broad, Go Narrow
By Kim Kempton
Many Odyssey teams can take a page from the corporate world. Encourage your
team to apply the Design Thinking method to develop innovative and creative
solutions. To generate lots of ideas (Go Broad), use spontaneous challenges to
generate multiple options to solve a specific problem. Next narrow your options
through detailed planning, experiments and prototypes (Go Narrow).
Design Thinking encourages your team to try new things, reflect on their success
and make the adjustments necessary for the next attempt.

How Many Ways Can You Use Duct Tape?
Duct Tape has been solving problems since WWII. From patching up NASCAR cars
during races to connecting PVC on an OM set, the uses are boundless. Duct tape
was even used on the Apollo 13 to repair carbon dioxide filters! Challenge your team
to find a “NEW” use for duct tape. Once they’ve found one… challenge them to find
another material that could work even better!
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Advancing to World Finals
By Bob Zinser, CTOM Problem Captain, Problem #1
When teams register for the
tournament, they select a specific
problem and division. Sometimes, one
or two problems prove to be very
popular and the number of teams
registering to compete exceeds the
number of teams that can present
their solutions to one judging team.
Although the total number of teams
competing at a site is at the discretion
of the Problem Captain, the maximum
is usually 18-20 teams. If the number
of teams exceeds the limit for a site,
alternate plans must be exercised.
In past years, different methods of
handling a high enrollment have been
tried, including elimination rounds
building to a ‘finals’ competition. The
multiple rounds were deemed
stressful for younger teams. In recent
years, teams were randomly assigned
to site ‘A’ or site ‘B’. A full competition
was held and the top two teams and
ties from each site were invited to
World Finals.
Depending on the number of sites and
resulting ‘ties’ (differences of less than
1 point), this process yielded more
teams going to World Finals, a result
that our parent organization, Creative

Competitions, Inc. (CCI) indicated
was not a desired outcome.
Starting with the 2020 State Finals
tournament, CTOM will be
implementing a new process for
handling high enrollment in a single
problem / division.
If the Problem Captain determines
that the number of teams registered
exceeds that which can be handled in
one site by one judging team, the
teams will be randomly assigned to
smaller sites, the number of which
will be determined by the total
number of teams.
Each site will run a standard
competition, with teams presenting
their long-term solutions and
competing in spontaneous. In a
departure from the current policy,
in problems and divisions where
multiple sites are necessary, only the
first place team in each site will be
extended an invitation to World
Finals.
While the outcome will result in
fewer teams attending World Finals,
the teams that do attend should be
CTOM’s best teams.

How Many Teams Are We
Competing Against?
Odyssey of the Mind teams encounter numerous challenges during the course of
the season. Teams must select a problem, develop a plan, build props, test
solutions and rehearse their presentation. The list of tasks that must be
accomplished seems endless. The CTOM Problem Captains also have an
extensive list of tasks that must be completed in order that teams may enjoy a
successful CTOM State Finals tournament. While the above new competition
policy is being put in place for the 2020 State Finals tournament, Problem
Captains will not be able to determine whether or not it is needed until after
registration is closed in January 2020. Communications will be sent to affected
teams at that time. If you have any questions, please contact AssnDir@ctom.org.
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Dates, Details &
The Drill
Key Dates
December 2019 (Date TBA)
Coaching Spontaneous Webinar
(Training)
Saturday, January 11, 2020
Coach Training
Saturday, January 12, 2020
Tournament Registration
deadline (Fee: $225, after this date,
a late fee of $50 applies)
Friday, January 31, 2020
Tournament Registration closes –
No additional teams accepted
Sunday, February 9, 2020
Judge and Volunteer Registration
Deadline (after this date, $250 fine
for no judge / $100 fine for no
volunteer applies)
Saturday, March 7, 2020
Judge Training
Saturday, March 21, 2020

State Tournament
Saturday, March 28, 2020
World Finals (Coach) meeting

Details
We hope that everyone enjoyed
last month’s Odyssey Day 2019!
Remember to check for newly
posted clarifications, specific to
your problem:
https://www.odysseyofthemind.co
m/clarifications/.

The Drill
CTOM is here to provide you with
any information or guidance you
may need as you proceed along
your coaching odyssey! Please
reach out, if you need something.

